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5 Buttonholes You Need to Know
Length: 2 hours
Buttonholes can be tricky things. Getting them just right—
tidy and tight—can be a challenge. One type of buttonhole
doesn't work for all situations. What do you do with giant
buttons? Tiny buttons? Yarn that won't hold its shape?
These five buttonholes will see you through almost
every situation and give you what you need to achieve
symbiosis among the button, the band, and the design of
the thing you want to button up.
Supplies: Light-colored sport, dk- or worsted-weight yarn,
appropriate needles, scissors; optional: buttons
Homework: Using the yarn you'll use in class, knit one or
two stockinette stitch swatches about 6" square, blocked.

25 Tips for Better Knitting
Length: 4 hours, split into two sessions of 2 hours each
Enjoy your knitting more and improve your finished
projects! In this fun, fast-paced class Edie will show you
tricks to better understand your knitting, avoid frustration,
prevent mistakes, and save both time and money.
Sometimes we don't know what we don't know, especially
as beginning and intermediate knitters. This class features
techniques to help grow your skills and provides resources
for you to continue that exploration when you get home.
Supplies: Smooth-light colored worsted-weight yarn and
appropriate sized needles in case you want to knit along in
this lecture-style class, scissors

Maximum class size for Zoom
meetings is 20 unless there
is a separate meeting host
to handle student logistics
(muting, class entrance, and
so on).
Class times are generally
90 minutes or 2 hours. See
Teaching Terms for more
details.
The supplies and homework
list are not final in this catalog.
Final information will be
provided once classes are
chosen.
Edie is happy to work with you
to adjust to your needs. We
can discuss skill levels and
particular areas of interest to
tailor a program that is perfect
for your audience.

Homework: None

25 Tips for Better Crocheting
Length: 4 hours, split into two sessions of 2 hours each
Enjoy your crocheting more and improve your finished projects! In this fun, fast-paced class Edie
will show you tricks to better understand your crochet, avoid frustration, prevent mistakes, and save
both time and money. Sometimes we don't know what we don't know, especially as beginning and
intermediate crocheters. This class features techniques to help grow your skills and provides resources
for you to continue that exploration after class.
Supplies: Smooth-light colored worsted-weight yarn and appropriate sized hooks in case you want to
crochet along in this lecture-style class, scissors
Homework: None

Sign up for Edie’s monthly newsletter for tips, pattern discounts, and more!
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Button It Up!
Length: 2 hours
Crocheted buttonbands are more than just functional. They can be fun and beautiful as well,
incorporating buttonholes into the overall design elements. From the simplest openings to more
challenging and complex edgings, you'll see how decorative edgings can include custom buttonholes
for any button. And if you can't find the perfect button, you'll learn a variety of methods to make your
own. This class is for both crocheters AND knitters who want to create beautiful buttonbands.
Supplies: Homework, yarn used for homework, crochet hooks in a variety of sizes, 2-3 buttons you
love, scissors
Homework: With worsted or sport weight yarn and appropriate sized hook, make two swatches at
least 6" square: one in single crochet and one in double crochet OR one in garter stitch and one in
stockinette stitch OR any combination of these 4 stitches.

By the Numbers: Math for Crocheters
Length: 2 hours
Ever wonder how designers know how many stitches to start with? How does shaping work? Where
do they get those numbers? This class will take the mystery out of the math. Find out how to know if
you have enough yarn for your project, how to work with stitch multiples, figure rates of increase and
decrease, and lots of other useful information.
Supplies: Calculator, pencil
Homework: None

Essential Techniques for Crochet Confidence
Length: 90 minutes
You've got the basic crochet stitches down pat, but you still have questions. How do I tell the right side
from the wrong side? Why are my edges crooked? How do I decrease without making a hole? How do
I weave in ends invisibly and securely? How do I read a pattern? If these and similar questions plague
your crochet, now's the time to clear up the confusion. No matter your level of crochet experience, if
you have questions, this is the class for you. You may even find answers to questions you didn't know
you had. Crocheters of all experience levels are welcome. Leave class ready to tackle your next project
with confidence!
Supplies: Smooth, light-colored worsted-weight or dk-weight yarn, hooks in various sizes appropriate
for the yarn, scissors
Homework: Play with the yarn and hook you plan to use in class, and make sure that they work well
together: that the yarn doesn't split and that the hook doesn't hang up going through the stitches.
Come to class with questions.
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Crochet Stitch Workshop Series
Length: 90 minutes each; pick and choose one or more to fit your needs. Each session has its own
description.
Master a new stitch with the Crochet Stitch Workshop Series! In each session of the Crochet Stitch
Workshop, you'll be exposed to a variety of stitch patterns using a specific technique. Edie will
demonstrate how to do the technique and discuss its nuances and variations. Each crocheter will have
the opportunity to practice one or more of the stitch patterns, which will be offered in both text and
charted format. Unless otherwise stated, these sessions are suitable for any crocheter who is confident
with single and double crochet.
Supplies: 2 or more colors of smooth, light- or bright-colored worsted-weight yarn and appropriate
sized crochet hook, scissors; homework requirements for each session are stated below

Bullion Stitch
Bullion stitch is that beautiful long wrapped stitch that adds texture and elegance to a project. Learn
the secrets to creating smooth and even bullion stitches. You'll practice several different stitch patterns
using both text and written instructions. Must be very confident with the basic crochet stitches.
Homework: None

Cables
Crocheted cables can look intimidating. They go this way and that in a seemingly endless variety of
ways. Learn the basic techniques for crocheted cables, and be introduced to a variety of cable stitch
patterns. Let's take the mystery out of cables! Must be very confident with the basic crochet stitches.
Homework: None

Clusters, Bobbles & Popcorns
Clusters are one of the most popular stitches in crochet. But what is the difference between a cluster,
a bobble, and a popcorn? How do you make them and use them in patterns? Your questions will be
answered in this workshop.
Homework: None

Crocodile Stitch
The highly textured crocodile stitch doesn't have to have you in tears! You'll practice several different
variations of this fascinating technique and pick your favorite. Instructions are both written and charted,
making crocodile stitch accessible to everyone. Must be very confident with the basic crochet stitches.
Homework: None
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Crochet Stitch Workshop Series (continued)
Edgings & Borders
An attractive edging puts the finishing touch on almost any crochet project, while a poorly execute
edging can ruin it. Learn how to crochet a perfectly fitting edging that complements the style of your
project.
Homework: Using the yarn you'll use in class, crochet a swatch at least 6" square. Weave in the ends
and block the swatch.

Front Loop & Back Loop Stitches
Front loop only and back loop only are two of the first stitch variations that beginners learn, but front
and back loop stitches can be so much more than simple. Create surprising texture and interest with
these most basic stitch variations.
Homework: None

Front Post & Back Post Stitches
Front post and back post stitches are the key to many of the most popular crochet stitch patterns.
We'll start with the basic varieties of post stitches and explore a few variations. You'll practice several
different stitch patterns using both text and written instructions.
Homework: None

Granny Squares, Circles, Hexagons & Triangles
Grannies don't have to be square! We'll look at what makes a classic granny square (with a couple of
variations), and see how that same granny look can be made into a circle, hexagon, or triangle.
Homework: None

Puff Stitches
Puff stitches are adorable and so versatile. Learn to crochet tidy puff stitches, sideways puffs and more.
Learn how you can add puff stitches in place of regular stitches for added texture. You'll practice several
different stitch patterns using both text and written instructions.
Homework: None

Ripples & Chevrons
Up and down and up and down. The crochet ripple stitch is a perennial favorite, and one many
people know. But there are so many variations! Explore how changing the placement of increases and
decreases gives a very different look to your waves, chevrons and ripples. You'll come to a whole new
appreciation of the highs and lows of ripples and chevrons!
Homework: None
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Design Your Own Crochet Border
Length: 2 hours
What better way to find the perfect border for your next crochet or knit project than to design your
own? Mix and match a variety of crocheted elements, or choose an element from your fabric and
expand on it. Learn how borders can enhance a project, how to deal with corners and curves, and how
color choices affect design. Edie has designed borders for two best-selling crocheted edgings books,
and now she shares her process with you.
Supplies: Yarn used for homework, appropriate sized hooks, scissors. If you used a single color for your
swatch(es), bring at least one contrasting color as well as the color you used.
Homework: In the smooth, easy-to-see medium weight yarn of your choice, crochet one or more
swatch(es) in any stitch pattern you choose. It can be in a single color, or in multiple colors. This is your
chance to try out a stitch pattern you've been wanting to learn!

Easy Stitches for Impatient Knitters
Length: 90 minutes
Bored with stockinette and garter stitch, but too busy for something difficult? Learn these quick-andeasy stitch patterns to keep your interest and allow you to watch the ball game at the same time!
Supplies: Two colors of smooth, light-colored worsted-weight yarn, appropriate needles, scissors
Homework: None

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Gauge
Length: 90 minutes (choose knit or crochet); 2 hours (both knit and crochet)
Does the word GAUGE strike fear and loathing in your soul? You aren't alone! Let Edie show you how
to make gauge your friend, not your enemy. Learn how to make a swatch, why it's so important to
the success of your project, and why "gauge lies". See how to measure gauge across different stitch
patterns, and how to adjust both stitch and row gauge to get the results you want. This class is useful
for students of any level who want to gain control of their fabric.
Supplies: Smooth, light-colored worsted-weight or dk-weight yarn, needles/hooks in various sizes
appropriate for the yarn, scissors
Homework: Using a smooth, light-colored yarn, crochet or knit two swatches at least 6" [15 cm] square.
One swatch should be all-over sc, all-over hdc, or all-over dc OR all-over stockinette stitch (with no
selvedge treatments). Work the second swatch in an all-over stitch pattern of your choice--anything
that appeals to you. This is your opportunity to practice a new stitch pattern!

Five Fun Fabrics
Length: 2 hours
Furry, fun, flappy and funky—learn five unusual stitches to add pizazz to your knitting! See how fur
stitch, cluster stitch, shirring stitch, flap stitch, and little knot stitch can be incorporated into your
projects. Not for beginning knitters.
Supplies: 2 or more colors of light-colored smooth worsted-weight yarn, appropriate sized knitting
needles + one extra needle, cable needle, homework swatches, scissors
Homework: Make at least 4: Cast on 8 sts. Knit 16 rows. Cut yarn, leaving a 5" [12.5 cm] tail. Leave sts on
extra needle.
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Hot Singles
Length: 2 hours
Make a date with single crochet! In this class for intermediate crocheters, you'll go way beyond the
basics to create unexpected fabrics with single crochet. There's the knit-look-alike waistcoat stitch, the
super-thick thermal stitch, lobster stitch, and a couple of surprising ribbed stitches. Fall in love with
single crochet all over again! Not for beginning crocheters.
Supplies: Two colors of smooth, light- or bright-colored dk- or worsted-weight yarn, appropriate size
crochet hook, scissors
Homework: None

Intarsia Without Fear
Length: 90 minutes
Many knitters avoid patterns requiring blocks of color work, fearing that the many different looks that
can be achieved with this technique are too difficult. Not so! Intarsia and its baby cousin, duplicate
stitch, will be conquered in this class. We will learn when to choose the intarsia method vs. fair-isle,
how to avoid holes, how to handle multiple colors in a row, and what to do with all those ends.
Supplies: Several colors of smooth light-colored worsted-weight yarn, appropriate size knitting needles,
scissors
Homework: Cast on 20 stitches and work in stockinette stitch for 1" [2.5 cm].

Intro to Mosaic Crochet
Length: 2 hours
Mosaic crochet is trending! Learn to create beautiful geometric color patterns using only one color per
row. You'll learn to read a mosaic crochet chart and how to adapt mosaic knitting charts for crochet.
Students should be comfortable with single and double crochet and working into front loops and back
loops of stitches.
Supplies: Scissors, 2 balls of smooth worsted-weight yarn: one in a light value and one in a contrasting
dark value. appropriate-sized hooks. The yarn's color value is more important that hue, although it's best
if you stay away from black, if possible,
Homework: (1) Watch How to Single Crochet in Back Loop Only: https://youtu.be/h3SwT17Sdvg.
(2) With the lighter colored yarn, loosely ch 20. Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch across, do
not turn. Row 2: With darker color, ch 1, sc in back loop only of each ch across. Fasten off.

Join-As-You-Go Crochet Techniques
Length: 90 minutes
Join-as-you-go (JAYGo) methods may be the easiest way to put your crocheted motifs together, but
which method is best for which situations? How do you maintain maximum portability while adding
more and more motifs? What's the best way to join different shapes? How do you minimize the
number of ends? You'll be amazed at how many fast and fun ways there are to connect those shapes!
Supplies: Homework motifs and yarn and hook used for homework, hooks 1 size smaller and 1 size
larger than used for homework, blunt-tip tapestry needle, scissors
Homework: Homework is required and will be emailed upon signing of contract.
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Mastering Mosaics
Length: 2 hours
Dramatic colorwork using only one color at a time, easy enough for beginners but intriguing to
experienced knitters—what could be more appealing? Mosaic knitting does just that and more. It's
forgiving of uneven tension, doesn't require exact stitch counts to match multiples, and allows you to
go on auto-pilot every other row. Furthermore, you can switch up stitch patterns without affecting the
gauge. The downside? Understanding this fascinating technique can be somewhat confusing at first
glance. Banish that bewilderment as you learn to read mosaic charts, and play with garter stitch and
stockinette stitch variations.
Supplies: Scissors, 2 balls of smooth worsted-weight yarn: one in a light value and one in a contrasting
dark value, appropriate-sized needles. The yarn's color value is more important that hue, although it's
best if you stay away from black, if possible,
Homework: None

Mix-It-Up Miters
Length: 2 hours
This class comes with a warning: knitting mitered squares is addictive. While it can be calming and
repetitive, it can also be endlessly fascinating for knitters of all skill levels, and it's a perfect way to use
up odd balls. Learn techniques for basic types of mitered squares and rectangles, then move on to
incorporating stitch patterns and colorwork into your shapes. We'll explore ways to seamlessly arrange
your modules into finished garments, accessories, and home décor. You'll be captivated. But don't say
you haven't been warned!
Supplies: 2-3 colors of smooth worsted-weight yarn, appropriate-sized knitting needles, scissors, stitch
marker
Homework: Long-tail cast-on 25 sts. Place marker in center st. Row 1 and all WS rows: Knit. Row 2: Knit
to 1 st before marked st, k3tog, knit to end. Rep Rows 1 and 2 until 3 sts remain, ending with a WS row.
Last row: K3tog. Fasten off.

Reimagining Ripples
Length: 2 hours
Everybody loves a good ripple stitch. They are repetitive yet interesting, soothing yet engaging. But
what happens when you bend the rules? Change the size of the ripples, mix up the increases and
decreases, combine stitch patterns and yarn textures, and you have a whole new way of looking at a
familiar technique. Let's take what you already know and love about ripple stitches and re-imagine the
possibilities.
Supplies: Smooth, light-colored dk- or worsted-weight yarn, needles in appropriate size for yarn,
scissors
Homework: None

The Shawlshape Explanation
Length: 2 hours
Crochet shawl shaping without a lot of trial and error? It's possible! Starting with a few rules of thumb,
you'll learn to shape circular, semi-circular, triangular, sweetheart, boomerangs, and more. See how
factors like stitch height, yarn selection and texture play into shaping. Must be comfortable with basic
crochet stitches.
Supplies: Smooth, light- or bright-color fingering, sport, or dk-weight yarn and appropriate size hooks,
scissors
Homework: None
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Textured Treats Stitch Sampler
Length: 2 hours
Let's learn some new stitches! There's more to knitted texture than cables, seed stitch and bobbles.
Explore more than a dozen unusual stitch patterns that add depth and pizazz to your knits, simply by
manipulating the basic knit stitches.
Supplies: Smooth, light-color worsted-weight yarn and appropriate size needles, scissors
Homework: None

Treasuring Stitch Dictionaries
Length: 2 hours
Stitch dictionaries. You've seen them: books filled with intriguing stitch patterns, rows of baffling text
and perhaps charts that look unfamiliar. Maybe you even own one or three. But what to do with such
a book? Learn how to go about turning a stitch pattern on a page into a finished object, and how to
choose a pattern. Find out what multiples are all about, why charts are your friends, and how to adapt
back-and-forth directions into working-in-the-round directions. We'll look at examples of many
different stitch dictionaries. You'll leave ready to delve into that untapped treasure on your bookshelf.
Supplies: Smooth, light-color worsted-weight yarn and appropriate size needles/hooks, scissors
Homework: Bring a stitch dictionary or several stitch patterns from an online stitch dictionary. These
should be "stand alone" stitch patterns, not part of project instructions. Extra credit: bring a stitch
pattern that frightens you!

Understanding Symbol Crochet
Length: 90 minutes
More and more crochet patterns are using international crochet symbols. With symbol crochet, you can
see what your stitch pattern is supposed to look like and see the relationship of stitches to one another.
Many crocheters find this way of presenting patterns easier to follow than written-out instructions,
allowing them to avoid mistakes before they happen! Learn the fundamentals of symbol crochet and
see how this universal crochet "language" makes it easy to read patterns from any country.
Supplies: 1-2 colors smooth, light-colored worsted-weight yarn and hooks in appropriate size, scissors
Homework: None

UnLearn to Knit
Length: 90 minutes
You learned the rules: Put your needle in this way, wrap your yarn that way. Now unlearn those rules
to gain control of your knitting. No matter how long you've been knitting or what your knitting style,
understanding the structure of the knitted fabric and how the stitches are related to one another is
the key to becoming an expert knitter. We'll have fun exploring what it really means to take a length of
string and turn it into a fabric. If time allows, we'll even "knit back backwards"! You'll leave class with the
confidence and ability to fix mistakes, take shortcuts, and be the master of your stitches.
Supplies: Smooth, light-colored worsted- or sport-weight yarn and appropriate size needles, pencil
Homework: None
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Where Do They Get Those Numbers? (Math for Knitters)
Length: 2 hours
This class will take the mystery out of those pesky math calculations you have to do when designing,
altering or knitting a sweater. Math-phobics are welcome, and you don’t have to raise your hand in class.
While drafting a basic sweater, we will calculate yarn amounts, figure rates of increase/decrease across
a single row, how to shape V-necks and sleeves, and stitch pattern placement. You'll learn how a swatch
can tell you much more than what your gauge is, and what happens when your gauge is not on target.
We will NOT cover sleeve cap shaping.
Supplies: Calculator, pencil
Homework: None

(You Want Me to) Put My Hook WHERE?
Length: 2 hours
No more "insert hook in next stitch" for you! It's time to go fishing in other waters by putting your hook
into unusual places. We'll explore making fabric with post stitches, third loop stitches, split stitches, long
stitches, folding stitches, linked stitches and other beyond-the-ordinary places to put that hook.
Supplies: Smooth, light-colored sport-, dk- or worsted-weight yarn in at least 2 coordinating colors,
appropriate sized hooks, scissors
Homework: None
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